
PRODUCT NAME:Linear LED
ITEM NUMBER:  55534/55535/55536

Bulbs ( integrated): 90-305V Input Integrated
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IMPORTANT: Turn off the power at the main fuse or circuit breaker box before starting installation

Locate all hardware & components before discarding packaging

Cleaning & Care:
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Clean with soft cloth and a mild detergent.
Do not use abrasive cleaner.
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Please consult your electrician for hanging fixture and wiring.

MADE IN CHINA

(B)MJL-HXY(A)Wire Nuts (C)mounting panel (D)fixture base

Step 1:Place the mounting wall plate over the outlet box,align the
mounting slots of the wall plate with holes of the outlet box as
shown.Use a level to ensure the wall plate is straight.

Step2:Mark the location of the keyhole slots of the wall plate on the
wall.Drill a1/4" holes at the narrow end of each keyhole slot marking
on the wall.Carefully hammer a wall anchor into each drilled hole.

5.)

Step5:Place the fixture base over the mounting wall plate
and secure it to the wall plate by using four fixture screws.

4.)

Step4:Pull the supply wires and house ground wire out from the
outlet box before attaching wall plate to outlet box ,Make electrical
connections,connect the black fixture black wire to the black supply
wire and the white fixture wire to the white supply wire using wire
nut.Connect the fixture ground wire to the supply ground wire
together using wire nut.Wrap all wire connections with electrical tape
to ensure secure connection.
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WARNING: Wires need to be connected to driver
found in canopy and should not be connected
 directly to power source or a short may occur
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Step 3:Replace the mounting wall plate over outlet box,align the
narrow end of each keyhole slot with its respective wall anchor.Feed
the anchor screws through keyhole slots and thread them into the
wall anchors until wall plate is flush against the wall. Additionally,
fasten the wall plate to thread holes in outlet box using two outlet box
screws,as shown.


